
Language Fun

Forum: Gossip ï¼ˆé–’è•Šï¼‰
Topic: What&#039;s your blood type?
Subject: Re: What's your blood type?
Posted by: lorch
Posted on: 2006/5/10 19:23:22

Type O "Hot"

Population
Roughly 38% of the world is O +ve and 6% O -ve.

Traits
Confident and Strong-Willed, Proud, Dedicated, Sociable, Energetic, Extroverted, Frank, Realist,
Showy, Flighty, Generalist, Positive, Independent, Risk-Takers, Dislike taking orders, Insecure,
Stubborn & Self-Centered.

Make friends easily and go with flow and grasp opportunity. Quick to start a project or chase an idea.
Are good at organizing activities. May have short attention span, and expresses strong emotions.
May quickly take opposite views that are deep but not always durable. Classic entrepreneurs and
movers and shakers.
Express their emotions but can be swayed by other blood types. Have an intrinsic elegance. Sociable
and showy. May be good at adapting to circumstances. Words come easily to them. Not self
conscious and will frankly reveal inner feelings. Ambitious, but may have issues with detail. 

Like to be touch and be touched by others.

Type A "Cool" 

Population

Roughly 34% of the world is A +ve and 6% A -ve.

 

Traits

Obedient, Careful, Sympathetic, Self-Sacrificing, Polite, Honest, Loyal,  Emotional, Introverted &
Nervous.

Are reserved calm and even tempered. Sensitive to public opinion. May be Introverted, shy and
nervous or ill at ease with others. May be Pessimistic. Value relationships and are loyal. Hesitant to
change. Nature lovers and dislike crowds - need a private place or secret hideaway. Can be
indecisive. Good at team work and obey rules.

Dislike to touch or be touched by others.
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Type B "Active" 

Population

Roughly 9% of the world is B +ve and 2% B -ve. 

Traits

Cheerful, Optimistic, Active, Sensitive, Kind, Forgetful, unorganized, Noisy, Egocentric 

Energetic and have the drive to reach towards goals. May be workaholics. Not the best team players
and are individualistic. Do things at one's own pace. Strong personality adventurous. Likes to get
one's own way. Are Sociable and enjoy entertaining. 

Like to touch or be touched by others.

Type AB "Care-Free" 

Population

Roughly 4% of the world is AB +ve and 1% AB -ve. 

Traits

Social, Easy-going, Sympathetic, Diplomatic, Outgoing, Laid-back, Creative, Unpredictable, Artistic,
Flexible, Moody and Brooding. 

Blend of opposites. Shy with some and bold with some. Introvert and Extrovert. Unpredictable and
may seem to have calm exterior. Strong creative strain. Good at spotting problems and skirting them.
Like city environment. Get bored easily. Everything they do is compelling. Never take things for
granted. Appear mysterious. Contribute harmoniously to society.

Dislike to touch or be touched by others.
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